Abstract : From a ranking of road pavements established in the nearfield of the road according to 1S0 11819-1standar~it becomes possible to predict the road tr~c noise in the& field Mng into account the mustid ch~ensties of the road surface.~eoretial results ob~ined from a predi~ing model including ground and atmospherical effects are advantageously mmpared to in situ measurements carried out in the neighborhood of roads covered with various types of surtiln~.
For many people in industrial countries, traffic noise is considered as one of the most irnpo~t element of discomfort. h the past fifieen years, the only protections fm the populations against road traffic noise were road barriers. For a short time, the modification of the road pavement can contribute to decrease partly this nuisanm.
-t researches on the acoustical performances of road pavements have been~ied out, an~a tirst ranking in the close proximity of the road has been established. From this classifiwtion, is it possible to prtiict the efl~s of road surfacings on the~ivalent sound pressure level LAq, close to the tilldkgs Ioeatti at several hundred metres from the roads ? This is the aim of this paper in which theoretical rmults and experimental &ta are compared fm various kinds of road pavements.
THEOWTICAL APPROAT he principle of the method consists in evaluating in a fist hand, the LAq close to the road over a reftience period (1 hour), then, in calculating the LAq in the h field considering the diffwent propagating effects (ground and meteorology) between the source (tirdroad contact) and the receiver in front of the building hmdes.
For the LA% evaluation, the following basic inforrnations are rquested : the r=l ma spa of the vehicles, the refwence Wd for each vehicle class and the A-weightd pass-by maximum sound pressure level &Amax) corresponding to each vehicle cIass @assengw cars and havy trucks). Th~e parameters a be obtained from the standardize Statistical Pass-By Method (SPB) developed in the 1S0 Standard 11819-1 [1] . b that case which corresponds to the refwence situation, the measuring microphone is Iwted close to the roa~7.50 m horn the road axis and 1.20 m above the road surtice.
Measurements made over a large set of vehiclw permits to obtain the value of the refaence LAmax through a linear regression fiction of lg10(SpdSpeedm~for each third octave fiquency band between 100 W and 5~. SpeedRd is fiction of the type of vehicles and the type of roads @i@ways, main roads or lH1 roads,..).
From the calculation of the LAmax spectrum, the LAq,T fm the reference period T a be obtained by the quation [2] : LAq,T(Speed) = LAmax(Speed)+ 10.lg,O(z.D/Speed.T) (1) where D is the source-receiver distan~, T the referenm period (1 hour) and {(Sp@ )}the mw se of the flow. Afier a fist calculation -ied out at the refaence distance over the total 6quency range, the excess attenuation between the refwence and the mwuring receivers is predicted from the thary of the sound propagation in the atmosphere, including ground and meteorological eff~s. Depending on these conditions, appropriate predicting models~& used. Thus, it makes possible to take into amunt all the parameters which a influenw the propagation : ground impedan~, both in the vicinity of the source and the r~iver, including impedartm jumps, quivalent vehicle source height (very close to the road surfice : around 0.03 m [3] ) and atmospherical &ctors through the vertiml sound speed gradients. The last parameter is only wsiderti for long range conditions. As an example, for a positive sound speed gradient condition, the mm sound pressure level <p> can be expra as the sum of the contribute.m of each sound paths betwa the source and the receiver as follows [4] :
Ai ad Aj are the attenuations due to atmospheric absorption, ri ad~i are respectively the curved path length ad the travel time of the ray. N is the total number of rays including the direct one and Qi is the spherical reflection coefficient function of the surface imp~ce Z. For the direct path, we assume Ql= 1. For natural grounds or dense road surfaws, a Wlany and Btiey impedance model [5] is used while an appropriate phenomenological one including thermal and viscous dependances [4] is used for porous pavements.
According to this procedure, the mmputed LAq,T w be directly compared to in situ experimental data rmrded fm various pavement~tegories. ,. These fist results (Table 1) show that the pavement ranking in the h field is identiml to that established for nw field conditions [6] . Moreover, it is possible to predict the LAq in the ti field with an aqtable a~aq (f 1 dB until 60 m and + 2 dJ3until 120 m) from tie LAmax close to the road @ig. 1) assuming a good knowledge of the physical parameters of the problem (~~, Zwmd, heights and di-ces).
